DESTINY: the Demonstration and Experiment of Space Technology for Interplanetary Voyage, which is a candidate mission of Epsilon Launch Vehicle, plans to execute scientific observations using instruments with the mass of up to about 10 kg on the transfer and Halo orbit of the sun to earth Lagrangian point L1/L2 or on the fly-by orbit of near earth objects (NEO). Potential scientific objects include in-situ observation and remote sensing from these space are solar system explorations, such as, the observations of plasma and energetic particles around the terrestrial magnetosphere, inter-planetary and inter-stellar dust, and NEO. It is also considered to be useful for the pilot observations for future infrared, gamma-ray, and cosmic-ray space astronomical telescope in the deep space. Applied missions of DESTINY will be able to go to deep space with higher mass of payloads. Using the Epsilon Launch Vehicle, it will convey instruments of up to 50 kg to the space between Venus and Mars. DESTINY launched by the improved launch vehicle with the power of M-V rocket will carry payloads of up to 200 kg into the orbit of Venus and Mars. In these phases, Explorations for Venus, Mars, and multiple NEO, and astronomical observations from the deep space observatory will be realized by low cost deep space missions.
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By Takahiro IWATA, 1, 2) Yasuhiro KAWAKATSU, 1, 2) Go MURAKAMI, 1) Yuichiro EZOE, 3) Shingo KAMEDA, 4) Kunihiro KEIKA, 5) Tomoko ARAI, 6) Shuji MATSUURA, 7) Takanao SAIKI, 1) Takeshi IMAMURA, 1) Kazunori OGOHARA, 8) Akira OYAMA 1) and Toshinori IKENAGA 9) 1. Introduction DESTINY: the Demonstration and Experiment of Space Technology for Interplanetary Voyage 1) is a candidate mission of the Epsilon Class Small Program applying the Small Scientific Standard (SSS) Satellite Bus. The Epsilon Launch Vehicle is a new-generation Japanese solid-fuel rocket that provides frequent and low-cost access to space. According to the roadmap of space science and exploration 2) , the launching frequency is planned to be once per 2 years, which is doubly frequent by comparing with missions using H-IIA launch vehicle. The cost is reduced to be typically 33-50% by comparing with those. However, it is limited to a launch capacity of 200 kg to escape from the earth. Therefore, we started to develop DESTINY to overcome the frequent and low-cost launch vehicle constraints for deep-space missions by using advances spacecraft bus technologies.
DESTINY aims to demonstrate new technologies, such as, advanced ion engines with large scales or high specific impulses (Isp), ultra-light-mass solar panels, and advanced thermal control technologies to effectuate deep space missions launched by the Epsilon rocket 1) . It also demonstrates experiments of high energy orbit insertion 3) , Ka-band communications, onboard autonomous mission operation technologies 4) , and instruments for the solar system explorations and space astronomy. In this paper, we present the possible scientific instruments and model missions in the DESTINY series which consists of demonstration stage and applied stage using DESTINY buses. Table 1 indicates the characteristics of missions in each phase of DESTINY series. The DESTINY demonstration mission (phase-I) enables carrying scientific instruments of up to about 10 kg into deep space. It is planned to observe during the transfer and Halo orbits of the sun-earth Lagrangian point L1 or L2, or fly-by orbit of Near Earth Objects (NEO), which will be decided by scientific requests. The spacecraft will first be placed in a low elliptical orbit by the Epsilon Rocket, thus demonstrating the high energy orbit insertion. It then increases its altitude using advanced ion engines during the spiral phase. After arriving at the Moon, it will be accelerated by lunar swing-by to be injected into a transfer orbit for approaching the halo orbit of L1/L2 point or NEO.
Concepts of Three Phases using DESTINY Bus
Scientific observations can be executed from the spiral phase to the destination in the deep space under pause of the ion engines.
The applied missions are defined as two stages: phase-II and phase-III as in Table 1. In phase-II, DESTINY launched by the Epsilon Launch Vehicle can carry instruments of up to 50 kg to the space between Venus and Mars. In phase-III, DESTINY will be launched by an improved launch vehicle equivalent to the M-V Rocket and will carry payloads of up to 200 kg on the Venus or Mars orbiters. 
Missions in the Demonstration Stage
Potential scientific objects and instruments
Potential scientific objectives between near earth, L1 or L2 halo, and NEO fly-by orbits cover wide fields of solar system sciences and space astronomy. Table 2 summarizes the candidate scientific instruments and targets for the DESTINY series.
In the phase-I, observations of plasma and energetic particles from the space at around the distance of the Moon will help to clarify the structure of the terrestrial magnetosphere. The X-ray telescope seeks to provide the first X-ray global imaging of the terrestrial magnetospheric structures such as magnetosheath, cusp, magnetopause, and bow shock. The Ultraviolet (UV) Telescope with the effective aperture of 4 cm will observe Lyman Alpha (Lyα) emission lines from the geocorona. The Energetic Neutral Atom (ENA) Camera will provide a side-view of the dynamic magnetosphere. They will be able to provide the first composite movies of how terrestrial global magnetosphere responds to the solar wind.
DESTINY will be possible to observe and monitor NEO, inter-planetary and inter-stellar dust, and meteoroids. The Dust Analyzer and High-Definition Television Camera (HDTV) will provide physical parameters, such as the size and density, and chemical features such as the metallic and organic composition of the interstellar dust to identify the original material of the solar system and life. The High-Definition TV Camera and Thermal Infrared (IR) Imager will observe the impact flash of the Moon. The Small Telescope at the L1 point will survey NEO and determine the orbits of them.
DESTINY will also be useful for the pilot observations for future infrared, ultraviolet, gamma-ray, and cosmic-ray space astronomical telescope. The Polarimeter will observe the zodiacal lights which will shed light on the physical parameters of dusts in detail. The UV Telescope with the effective aperture of 8 cm will observe Lyα emissions from M-type stars with planets. Gamma-ray and Cosmic-ray Detector will observe the environments of the background radiation at L2 point where is regarded as a candidate site of future space astronomical observatory.
Interface for scientific instruments
The main body of DESTINY is consists of the applied SSS (Small Scientific Standard) Satellite Bus Module, the Propulsion Module with ion engines, and the Mission Module 1) . Scientific instruments will be equipped with the Mission Module which is connected to the Bus Module by an interface plate. Figure 1 shows a schematic block diagram of the Mission Module. The instruments have bus interfaces through the Mission Data Processor (MDP) 3) which has functions for the experiments of autonomous mission operations. The communication module, TWTA, and the medium gain antenna (MGA) of Ka-band are also equipped on the Mission Module. Table 3 summarizes the tentative values of the main interface items for scientific instruments. The data rate for the down-link depends on the distance between the spacecraft and the earth. Here, we show the representative values when the distances correspond to the lunar orbit and L1/L2 points. The data rate of 32 kbps at L1/L2 points corresponds to about 70 Mbyte/day assuming the operation period of 6 hours per day. We have not regulated the electric power limit for the scientific instruments yet, however, we regard that it is not strict because scientific observations will be executed during the stop of ion engine operations. 
Design of the mission
We have executed conceptual designs for four model cases missions as listed in Table 4 .
The list describes the estimated mass and the data production rate for each instrument.
1) X-ray UV from geoplasma
The model case No.1 is the combination of the X-ray Telescope and the UV Telescope with the effective aperture of 4 cm to observe the geocorona simultaneously in the space of near the earth to L1 point. The X-ray Telescope is based on JUXTA (Jupiter X-ray Telescope Array) which is under developing for future Jovian mission 5) . The UV Telescope follows the heritage of LAICA (Lyman Alpha Imaging Camera) on PROCYON spacecraft 6) . The total mass of the components is 12.2 kg which is larger than the allocated mass of 10 kg. This indicates that the combination of the X-ray and the UV telescope should enlighten its total mass, or the excess mass can be absorbed in the margin of the mass budget in the design phase. The data production rate of 330 Mbyte/day needs the recorder capacity of about 1Gbyte assuming the ground station operation per three days.
2) Interplanetary and interstellar dust
The model case No.2 is the combination of the Dust Analyzer and the HDTV to observe the interplanetary and interstellar dust or NEO in the space of near the moon, L2 point, and near NEO. The Dust Analyzer will be modified from CDA (Cosmic Dust Analyzer) on Cassini-Huygens spacecraft 7) . HDTV will be modified from COMETSS (Chitech Observatory of Meteor on ISS) which has been developed for the mission on the International Space Station 8) .
The total mass and the maximum data production rate are in the distributed values.
3) Energetic Neutral Atom
The model case No.3 is the single mission of the ENA Camera to observe ENA (Energetic Neutral Atom) in the space of near the earth to L1 point. This camera will be modified from INCA (Imaging-neutral Camera) on Cassini spacecraft 9) . The data product rate is just the limit value of 2 Gbyte, so another recorder of 2 Gbyte will be prepared. The total mass of 7 kg, including additional recorder, is in the allocated mass budget.
4) UV from M-type stars with planets
The model case No.4 is the single mission of the 8 cmφ UV Telescope. This telescope will be enlarged from LAICA on PROCYON spacecraft 6) . The total mass and the maximum data production rate are in the distributed values. Table 4 . Table 2 lists the model missions and instruments at the DESTINY applied stage. We have executed conceptual design for each mission profile and estimated the payload mass as described in the following sections.
Missions in the Applied Stage
Phase-II A1) Integrated Imaging of geoplasma
Full coverage imaging of geo-plasma can be realized by the combination of the X-ray Telescope, the UV Telescope, and the ENA Camera which are individually proposed in the phase-I Candidate orbits will be selected from the near earth (~8 RE: radius of the earth), near the moon (~60 RE), and earth to moon L1 point. The estimated total mass of the payloads including the supporting structure, thermal and electric interface units is about 30 kg. This mission can be actualized by almost the same system with that in the phase-I. A2) Fly-by for multiple asteroids including Phaethon
Explorations for Phaethon-Geminids-Complex can be realized by the fly-by for multiple asteroids which have a large inclination. Instruments for the observations are the dust analyzer, the high definition television camera, the near infrared spectrometer, the multi-band camera, and the thermal infrared imager. Candidate asteroid are the most unusual comet-asteroid transition object, 3200 Phaethon, which has dust tails and is regarded as the mother celestial body of
Geminids.
This mission is also planned to make multiple-asteroid fly-by for Phaethon's family asteroids 2005UD and 1999YC. The estimated total mass of the payloads including the supporting structure, thermal and electric interface units is about 30 kg. The analyzed propellant mass is 52 kg. A3) UV observation for extrasolar planets A larger UV telescope will observe the absorption lines from extra-solar planets such as "hot Jupiter" or "super earth" from the outer space of geocorona. The 30 cmφ ultraviolet Cassegrain telescope observes Lyα emissions from extrasolar planets by the transit method. The proposed orbit is >30 RE or sun to earth L2 point. The estimated total mass of the payloads including the supporting structure, optics and electronics is about 45 kg. This mission can be actualized by almost the same system with that in the demonstration stage. A4) Cosmic background radiation observation from the outer space of ecliptic plane
The first deep space observatory to elucidate the cosmic evolution and inter planetary dust can be realized by a 10 cmφ near infrared offset Gregorian telescope. Figure 3 shows a concept of the orbiting probe outside the interplanetary dust concentration where zh : the observation height from the ecliptic plane is about 0.3 to 0.5 AU. The telescope bases on the heritage of CEIBER-2 10) . The estimated total mass of the payloads including the supporting structure and electronics is about 10 kg. The analyzed propellant mass is 52 kg. 
Phase-III B1) Multiple sample return mission for NEO
Multiple spacecraft can be carried to the deep space by a mother spacecraft in the phase-III. One of the most productive missions is the sample return from several types of NEO, which can be actualized in the low cost. Assuming the ΔV of up to 2 km s -1 after the Electric ΔV Earth Gravity Assist (EDV-EGA) and that of several hundred km s -1 in the return orbit, two small samplers of about 70 kg can individually collect samples and deliver them to the mother spacecraft. The analyzed propellant mass is 52 kg assuming the total payload mass of 200 kg including mass margin. B2) Venusian climate observation by two orbiters
Three-dimensional precise observation for atmospheric composition of Venus can be executed by using two Venusian orbiters in the phase-III. Figure 4 illustrates the concept of occultation observation between the mother and daughter orbiter above the Venus. The candidate orbit of the mother orbiter is 25,000-400 km in altitude and the inclination: i = 40˚. That of the daughter orbiter is 175,000-400 km, and i = 40˚. The daughter orbiter uses the heritage of the lunar relay satellite OKINA and OUNA in the SELENE mission 11) . Occultation observation of microwave transmitted from the ultra stable oscillator (USO) on the daughter orbiter, 4-way Doppler measurements relayed between ground station and two orbiters will be made. Observation by the sub-mm sounder, ultraviolet to visible light, near infrared and medium infrared cameras is also proposed. The mass of the mother and daughter orbiters are estimated as 80 kg and 50 kg, respectively.
The analyzed propellant mass is 51 kg assuming the total payload mass of 200 kg with margin. B3) Martian dust observation by orbiter and airplane
The combination of steady observation from an orbiter and in-situ observation from an aerial probe will make it possible to elucidate the transport mechanism of Martian dust. The orbiter is on the areo-stationary orbit or 6.45Rm-450 km, i = 10˚. The airplane will be settled in an entry capsule of 100 kg, and then separated from the orbiter to observe dust storm. It will aviate in the range of 100km for the duration of 30 minutes. The observations by using the polarization camera, telecamera, sub-mm sounder, medium infrared camera, and USO on the orbiter are proposed. The airplane is planned to equip the thermometer, barometer, particle counter, and pyrheliometer.
The total mass of the instruments is estimated as 48 kg. The analyzed propellant mass is 63 kg assuming the total payload mass of 200 kg with margin. 
Summary
DESTINY is a candidate mission of Epsilon Launch Vehicle, and will be able to carry scientific instruments with the mass of up to about 10 kg. They will execute observations from the near Earth space to the transfer and Halo orbit of the sun to earth Lagrangian point L1/L2 or the fly-by orbit of NEO (Near Earth Objects). Candidate science objectives are geoplasma, inter-planetary and inter-stellar dust, NEO, and the Lyα emission line stars.
After the demonstration of DESTINY bus, it will be able to send instruments of up to 50kg and flyby to celestial bodies between Venus and Mars (Phase-II in the applied mission). Using the improved launch vehicle equivalent to the M-V, DESTINY will be able to execute missions of multiple orbiters on Venus or Mars, or sample returns from multiple asteroids (Phase-III in the applied mission). These studies show that DESTINY can realize full-scale science mission in the deep space, which can effectuate Epsilon Launch Vehicle series with frequent launch chances and low cost. 
